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Abstract: Several drinking water production techniques are being established to respond immediately
to the growing needs of the population. The system of air gap membrane distillation (AGMD) is the
best attractive option for the process of water desalination. This thermal process is characterized by
its potential to provide drinking water at low energy costs when combined with solar energy. In this
paper, the AGMD brackish water desalination unit potentialities coupled with solar energy were
investigated. Ghardaïa of the south region has been considered as the field of our study. Mathematical
modeling is investigated by employing MATLAB software to develop the prediction of the permeate
flux related to the phenomena of heat and mass transfer. Herein, flat plate solar collectors (SFPC) were
exploited as a source for heating saline water through free solar energy conversion. The further model
validation of a flat solar collector made it possible for following the instantaneous evolution of the
collector outlet temperature depending on the feed water temperature and the flow rate. Furthermore,
it is interesting to note that the results prove the possibility to produce water by the solar AGMD
process with a maximum permeate flux of 8 kg·m−2·h−1 achieved at 68 ◦C, a feed temperature.
Moreover, gained output ratio (GOR) of the unit of thermal solar desalination was estimated to be
about 4.6, which decreases with increasing hot water flow and temperature.

Keywords: brackish water desalination; flat plate collector; membrane distillation; modeling; performance;
solar energy

1. Introduction

Recently, solar energy is a green alternative source that can help to avoid the need
for global power for current and future consumption. Moreover, it provides multiple
applications, including the food industry, space heating, and water heaters. Solar collectors
operate as heat exchangers that transmit heat from the sun’s radiant energy to the medium
of fluid (air or water). They can be considered an important component of dynamic solar-
heating systems, such as solar pool heating systems, space heating systems, and systems
for heating water and spaces [1,2].

Because of its potential and performance, the solar flat plate solar collector (SFPC) is
currently one of the most popular devices used for converting solar energy into thermal
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energy, which can be used in multiple cases, for example, hot and cold water production
and air conditioning. Meanwhile, solar distillation received great attention due to its
advantages of a straightforward structure, a high-pressure bearing, durability, ease of
maintenance, excellent heat efficiency, and low energy costs. From a renewed interest, it
will become more suitable for sustainable water production, and the principal tendency
going forward is to overcome the growing need for solar energy process integration in
buildings [3,4].

The Algerian Sahara, which extends from the Saharan Atlas mountains, has a surface
area of more than two million square kilometers and borders Mali, Niger, and Libya, and
is considered to be the largest and driest place on earth. With an estimated population of
three and a half million people, most of whom are centered in the Wilaya major localities,
it covers a distance over two 2000 km (north–south), some of which reach 150,000 ca. erg.
Regs and saline lakes, which are enormous bodies of water unfit for agriculture, make up
the majority of this vast land [5].

Ghardaia is located in the Algerian north desert, and it belongs to an arid area, which
records daily global solar radiation (GSR) changes from 607 to 7574 Wh·m−2/day when
the annual-mean-daily GSR reached 5656 Wh·m−2/day. This region has its place in the
great solar deposit characterized by tremendous advances in a vast array of alternative
renewable energy options, including solar power, which is a very important means for
developing desalination technologies, such as membrane distillation (MD). Recently, the
latter has encountered a specific interest in its applications in the water desalination field,
particularly when paired with solar power [6].

In the literature, four main types of MD configurations, which differs in the perme-
ate treatment nature: Direct contact membrane distillation (DCMD), vacuum membrane
distillation (VMD), air gap membrane distillation (AGMD), and sweeping gas membrane
distillation (SGMD). AGMD is the most adaptable of all membrane distillation setups
because of its gas gap. This configuration is distinguished from the others set up by low
thermal losses and a low-risk possibility of wetting and clogging of the membrane. Ad-
ditionally, when comparing the benefits and drawbacks of various DM configurations,
the AGMD appears to be the ideal option for coupling with a solar FPC since its uses are
reducing energy consumption and thereby increasing the faster permeate recovery [7,8].

Solar energy devices were used in the design and testing of the MD units, such as
SFPC [9,10], vacuum tube collector [11,12], compound parabolic collector (CPC) [13], solar
ponds [14,15], and solar still [16,17]. Banat’s team has worked extensively on solar-powered
membrane distillation (SPMD) [9,10,16,18,19] and set up compact SPMD units in arid and
semi-arid regions far away from Jordan. The spiral-wound AGMD module with an internal
heat recovery mechanism was made up of the desalination system. The energy is supplied
by the SFPC, while a PV panel provided the auxiliary electricity.

Elena Guillén-Burrieza et al. [20] carried out an experimental evaluation of a pilot
solar desalination system based on AGMD configuration with a total membrane surface
area per module of 2.8 m2. A feeding solution of NaCl with 1 and 35 g·L−1 concentrations
was used. Specific distillate flux was displayed by modules of AGMD with values up to a
maximum of 6.5 L·m−2·h−1 at 65 ◦C feedwater temperature and for 1 g·L−1 of NaCl feed
solution. Kubota et al. [21], in their study, reported distillate fluxes of about 4.7 L·h−1·m−2

for a system made up of an AGMD module of 1.92 m2 of membrane, a feed flow rate
of 20 L·min−1, and 40 ◦C feed water temperature, while Banat et al. [10] reported that a
distillate fluxes up to 2.5 L·m−2·h−1 for a larger system composed of 4 MD modules of
10 m2 of each membrane, a feed flow rate up to 21.2 L·min−1, and 74 ◦C feed temperature;
in both investigations, they used real seawater.

Edward K. Summers et al. [22] presented a novel AGMD design that employs a
direct solar energy source heating of the MD membrane. This configuration provides a
more homogenous temperature profile over the membrane in the flow direction, thereby
improving the production of vapor. The acquired results showed that it is capable of
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achieving thermal efficiencies that are almost twice as high as those of current MD systems
that are powered by solar energy.

In another research, D. Moudjeber et al. [23] conducted a study in which a commercial
membrane distillation module was used. This later has an AGMD and spiral-wound
configuration. Experiments have been carried out concerning the simulation of the salinity
and temperature of the water. For this purpose, the Albian aquifer of Algeria is taken as a
case study. The maximum value of distillate production was 5 L·h−1 m−2 for 34.5 ◦C of the
temperature of the feed water with a salinity of 4 g·L−1.

Additionally, N.T. Uday Kumara et al. [24] characterized experimentally a semi-
commercial AGMD module under different operating parameters. Furthermore, a nu-
merical optimization was also performed by the authors in order to gain insight into the set
of optimizing conditions that would further be useful for achieving the desired operation.
It was found that for the required distillate flux of 15 L·m−2·h−1, MD hot and cold temper-
ature difference must be kept between 40 ◦C and 45 ◦C, while it is necessary to adjust the
flow rate from 6 to 7 L·min−1 depending upon the operating season.

Similarly, Ganesh B. Shirsath et al. [25] realized a single stage and four stages of AGMD
coupled by means of a horizontal solar device. The obtained results from mathematical
modeling indicated that the multistage AGMD system could deliver nearly four times as
much water as the single-stage system. In addition, the outcomes of using a hydrophobic
membrane to improve the water productivity from solar still were further confirmed by
experimental study results.

Recently, Abdelfatah Marni Sandid et al. [26–28] conducted several investigations on
solar desalination via AGMD using the TRNSYS tool. First, they simulated a single cassette
AGMD module by integrating the solar thermal unit. According to the obtained data, when
the inlet AGMD temperature reaches 85 ◦C, the distilled water flow from the distillation
membrane achieves 5.5 kg·h−1 and remains nearly constant on various days during the
year by utilizing solar energy alone. Afterward, a pilot-scale experiment study was carried
out to determine the performance of a 14.4 m2 multichannel spiral-wound AGMD module,
which can be used for water desalination with capacities up to 18 kg·h−1 from the flow
rate of distillate water. The AGMD system’s specific thermal energy consumption ranged
from 158.83 to 346.55 kWh·m−3, and the maximum gain output ratio (GOR) achieves 4.4 at
52 ◦C, based on the inlet temperature of feed.

In recent years, optimization algorithms have become an essential tool for a large
variety of applications in many fields, including machine learning, engineering, finance,
and scientific research. These algorithms help to find the best possible solution or set
of solutions for a given problem, which can lead to improved efficiency, accuracy, and
effectiveness in a wide range of applications. Description of design and optimization
algorithms could be found in the following papers: [29–31]. Numerous investigations
have explored how to optimize AGMD by identifying the most effective variable values,
resulting in improved outcomes [32–34]. The studies have consistently found that air gap
thickness is a crucial element in the desalination process, and better results are obtained
when the air gap is thinner, especially with regard to flow permeation [35–37].

This study’s goal is to simulate and enhance the solar AGMD desalination system
achievements applied to the desalination of saltwater using meteorological data of the
Ghardaïa region (South of Algeria). Furthermore, the effects of instantaneous temperature
change at the collector output on permeate flow rate, solar radiation, and feed water
temperature were investigated. Finally, based on the heat and mass transfer energy balance,
equations for each part of the solar desalination system, specifically the AGMD module, the
solar collector, the heat exchanger and the tank, the temperature change, and the amount
of distillate produced at the outlet of the module were determined.
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2. System Description

The schematic diagram in Figure 1 represents the process of attempting the production
of high-quality distilled water with minimal consumption of energy. A SFPC is coupled
to an AGMD unit by a plate heat exchanger. Preheating the feed solution is necessary to
recover the amount of heat that is present in the brine. Therefore, to limit the evolution of
the feed temperature in the tank, a plate heat exchanger is inserted between the AGDM
unit and SFPC. Additionally, a pump was successively processed to drive the feed solution
in the cold channel of the desalination unit, and then in the hot channel of the AGMD unit
wherever the flow is divided into permeate flow and brine flow, which is a slightly more
concentrated salt, the brine finally flows to the supply tank. The combination of the SFPC
will give this system operational autonomy.
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In order to extract the heat from sunlight, a solar collector is employed. Additionally,
at the heart of a solar collector is a menu of a solar absorber. The latter absorbs the
sun’s radiation and converts it into heat. Such installations combining these innovative
technologies can find applications in the navy, emergency medical aid, or improving the
living conditions of populations in isolated sites. The aim is the extraction of heat from a
heat exchanger submerged in a storage tank connected with a flat solar collector in closed-
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cycle continuous flow heating modes and therefore using this energy for the desalination
of saline water.

3. Numerical Modeling and Proposed Method

MATLAB software was used for modeling the solar AGMD system. Accordingly,
a series of mathematical calculations were performed based on the design parameters
described later in order to analyze the performance of the solar AGMD system under
different operating conditions.

3.1. AGMD Unit

The principle of AGMD is to separate a feed compartment from a permeate compart-
ment using a microporous and hydrophobic membrane. Two transfer phenomena occur
simultaneously inside the AGMD configuration module: heat and mass. The equations
of heat and mass transfer, as well as the literature correlations, were used to create the 1D
model [8].

3.1.1. Heat Transfer

Within an AGMD module, heat transmission by convection and conduction are the two
most common forms of heat transfer. Irradiative heat transmission is frequently overlooked.
Heat is transmitted into the hot channel, inside the membrane’s pores, in the air gap, on the
cold plate’s surface, in the cold channel, and between the cold liquid and the cold plate’s
surface. In the unit Equation (1), energy conservation is used. However, the quantity of
energy lost in the permeate flow as well as heat losses over the plastic of the AGMD unit’s
exterior walls to the environment are not taken into account [8].

ϕh = ϕm = ϕag = ϕp = ϕc (1)

where hch is the coefficient of convective exchange and Th is the differential temperature
between the hot solution temperature, and Thm is the temperature of the hot solution at
the interface of the membrane. Equation (2) is used to determine the heat flow in the hot
channel, where RmT is the membrane’s thermal resistance, Tmg is the temperature at the
membrane-air gap interface, Jv is the vapor flux traveling through the membrane, and hv is
the evaporation enthalpy [38].

ϕh = hch(Th − Thm) (2)

A convective term plus a diffusive term make up the heat flux from the membrane
surface to the condensate. The following equation, Equation (3), governs the situation [39]:

ϕm =
1

RmT

(
Thm − Tmg

)
+ Jv∆hv (3)

Heat flow across an air gap is calculated using Equation (4), where Rag and Tp are the
air gap thermal resistance and the permeate temperature, respectively [8].

ϕag =
1

Rag

(
Tmg − Tp

)
(4)

The following equation can be used to calculate the heat flux in the cold channel’s
boundary layer, where hcc and Tc are the coefficient of heat transfer and the cold solution
temperature in the cold channel, respectively. The heat flux in the cold channel’s boundary
layer, as shown in Equation (5) [38]:

ϕc = hcc
(
Tp − Tc

)
(5)
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3.1.2. Mass Transfer

The mass transfer through the membrane is determined by the difference in vapor
pressure between the two sides of the membrane. In the AGMD process, the permeate flux
(Jw) is proportional to the vapor pressure difference throughout the membrane matrix, and
it can be calculated using Equation (6) [8,40], where Phm and Pp are the vapor pressures at
the membrane’s surface in the hot channel’s boundary layer and the air gap at the cooling
plate’s surface, respectively. α is the activity coefficient and is the solution’s water fraction.

Jw = Bw
(
αβPhm − Pp

)
(6)

To explain and calculate the pressures Phm and Pp, the Antoine equation can be used
and is given by Equation (7) [8]:

P = exp
(

23.1964− 3816.44
T − 46.13

)
(7)

In Equation (6), the membrane permeability or the mass transfer coefficient Bw is given
in Equation (8). Water molecular weight, gas constant, absolute membrane temperature,
and total pressure inside the pores are all represented by Mw, R, Tm, and P, respectively. Dva
is the water vapor’s thermal diffusivity in the air gap, and τ is the membrane’s tortuosity [8].

Bw =
εMwPDva

RTm
(
δmτ + δag

)
|Pa|ln,a

(8)

The mass flow rate of the AGMD module is given by Equation (9), where Jw and Sm
are the permeate flux and membrane surface, respectively, as shown in Equation (10) [38].

.
mp = Jw.Sm (9)

The value of the vapor flux is determined by combining the transfer and mass equa-
tions developed previously. The MATLAB program was used to calculate the heat transfer
and, hence, the permeate flux. Figure 2 shows the flowchart for calculating the permeate
mass flow.
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Figure 3 presents the strategy for simulating a flat plate collector coupled to an AGMD
unit. Initial water conditions must be given for heat transfer calculations. Thus, the inlet
temperature of the sea water to the solar collector corresponds to the outlet temperature of
the cold channel of the MD cell and the outlet temperature of the water in the solar collector
to that of the inlet temperature of the hot channel.
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3.2. Heat Exchangers Model

In heat exchanger models, the logarithmic average of temperature differences is used
(LMDT). Equations (10)–(12) can be applied to compute the heat exchanged [8].

Φ = F.U.A.LMDT (10)

Φ =
.

mso.Cp,so.A.∆Tso (11)

Φ =
.

mr.∆hr (12)

3.3. Solar Flat Plate Collector

When solar radiation passes through the blanket, it gains energy for the collector. The
energy gained by the absorber may be calculated by Equation (13) [41]:

Qr = (ατ)e f f .IT (13)

with (ατ)eff denoting the effective optical fraction of the absorbed energy, IT is the total
amount of solar radiation incident on the collector surface in W/m2, and Ac is the collector
surface in m2.
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The obtained energy by the collector can be expressed by Equation (14) [41]:

Qi = IT × Ac (14)

The heat loss rate Q0 is determined by the collector’s total heat transfer coefficient UL
and its temperature. It can be expressed by Equation (15) [42]:

Q0 = UL × Ac(Tc − Ta) (15)

where Q0 represents the heat loss in W, UL represents the heat loss coefficient W/K·m2,
Tc represents the collector’s average temperature in ◦C, and Ta represents the ambient
temperature in ◦C. As a result, the rate at which the collector extracts useful energy, denoted
as the extraction rate under stable state conditions, is proportional to the amount of useful
energy absorbed by the collector minus the quantity lost by the collection. It is written as
shown in Equation (16) [41]:

Qu = Qr −Q0 = (ατ)e f f .IT .Ac −UL.Ac(Tc − Ta) (16)

The term for the increase in actual usable energy of a collector surface at the fluid’s
inlet temperature is straightforwardly defined. The collector heat removal factor (FR) is
reported by Equation (17) [43]:

FR =

.
mCp(T0 − Ti)

(ατ)e f f .IT .Ac −UL.Ac(Tc − Ta)
(17)

When the assembly sensor is at the temperature of the inlet fluid, the solar collector
produces the most beneficial energy gain. By multiplying the collector’s heat removal factor
(FR) with the greatest useful energy gain feasible, the real useful energy gain Qu is derived
as shown in Equation (18) [41,44]:

Qu = FR.Ac

[
(ατ)e f f .IT .−UL(Ti − Ta)

]
(18)

The ratio of usable energy gain Qu on incident solar energy corresponds to the collec-
tor’s efficiency, as shown in Equation (19) [43].

Qu = FR.(ατ)e f f −
[

FR×UL(Ti − Ta)

IT

]
(19)

3.4. System Performance Assessment

For desalination units, their performance is evaluated according to the amount of
energy consumed relative to the generated amount of freshwater. The GOR (gained output
ratio) corresponds to the ratio of the required energy amount to evaporate the permeate
flux divided by the heat consumption; it is used to measure the energy consumption of the
process, and it can be described by Equation (20).

The GOR is a dimensionless ratio that can be stated as an energy or a mass ratio, and
it is used in processes for thermal desalination. It is frequently defined as the energy ratio
of the total latent heat produced by the water to the thermal energy input [45,46].

GOR =

.
mp.∆hv

.
msw.Cp,sw.(Th,in − Th,out)

(20)

where
.

mp is the mass of the produced permeate, ∆hv is the latent heat of vaporization,
.

msw is mass flow rate of seawater, Cp,sw is the specific heat of feed, and Th,in and Th,out are
temperature inlet and outlet of the hot side of the module, respectively.
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A desalination system’s performance ratio (PR) is defined as the mass of distillate to
the energy input, and it is calculated by Equation (21) [39]:

PR =

.
mp

Qu
(21)

where
.

mp is the mass of the produced permeate, and Qu is the consumption of thermal or
electrical energy.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Validation of the AGMD Model

In this study, the validation of the prediction model was performed based to the
experimental results obtained by Diaby et al. [38]. The evolution of the predicted and
measured water vapor flow was compared at different feed water temperatures. Figure 4
demonstrates that the evolution of the permeate flow is affected by the temperature of
the feed water. Furthermore, it was noticed that increasing the feed temperature of the
permeate flow grows exponentially. At these temperatures, the permeate flow goes from
0.625 to 7.03 kg·m−2·h−1 at a cooling temperature set at 15 ◦C and a cooling flow rate set at
5 L·min−1. This change in permeate flow may be the result of the water vapor’s increased
transmembrane force. The outcomes are consistent with those that have been reported by
many authors in the literature [47,48].
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A literature search of the AGMD system revealed wide discrepancies in the values.
Table 1 summarizes permeate flux for some MD configurations.

Table 1. Summary of permeate flux for different MD configurations from the literature.

MD Type Membrane Type Pore Size Solution Feed Teperature
(◦C)

Jw
(kg·m−2·h−1) Reference

AGMD PVDF 0.22 Methanol/water 50 ≈3.9–4.6 [49]

AGMD PTFE 0.2 NaCl 65 ≈7 [8]

AGMD PTFE 0.2 NaCl 80 ≈6.5 [47]
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Table 1. Cont.

MD Type Membrane Type Pore Size Solution Feed Teperature
(◦C)

Jw
(kg·m−2·h−1) Reference

VMD PP 0.2 NaCl 55 ≈10.7–7.0 [50]

DCMD PTFE 0.2 NaCl 31 ≈32.4–25.2 [51]

DCMD PVDF 0.4 NaCl 81 ≈44–63 [52]

DCMD PVDF 0.22 NaCl 68 ≈36–28.8 [53]

AGMD PTFE 0.2 NaCl 65 7.03 Current study

4.2. Evaluation of Solar Potential

To assess the region’s solar potential for the current study, a radiometric station using
high precision to measure the data for solar radiation has been installed on the roof of the
solar radiation laboratory of the applied research unit for renewable energies (URAER)
building in the region of Ghardaia [54]. A set of 335 days during the year (9 February–31
December) has been used to record the solar radiation and temperature as depicted in
Figure 5. It can be noticed that the highest temperature of 38 ◦C was recorded in July, and
the lowest one of 11 ◦C was recorded in January. Therefore, the month of July is considered
the most suitable period for this study.
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Figure 5. Annual solar radiation and ambient temperature evolution (Ghardaïa site).

Figure 6 shows the global solar daytime irradiation evolution for the months June,
July, and August. The irradiation distribution has a bell-shaped profile that is consistent
with the prediction of well-known semi-empirical models from the literature. It is also
noticed that the highest temperature and solar radiation values are recorded on 21 July ,
which is the most appropriate day to be considered in the present work.
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4.3. Variation of the Temperature in AGMD Unit

Generally, the heat transfer is involved by two dominant modes inside the AGMD
module, convection and conduction, while heat transfer by radiation is the most often
overlooked. The equation of energy conservation was used to calculate the temperature
at the interface of the hot feed solution and membrane surface (Thm), the temperature at
the interface between the membrane and the air gap (Tmg), the temperature of permeate
(Tp), and the temperature at the interface between the cooling solution and the cold plate’s
surface (Tpc). The obtained results are given in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Variation of AGMD operating temperatures with time.

The graph below shows the time-dependent variation in saline temperature at the
counter-current plate heat exchanger’s input and outflow (Figures 8 and 9) As can be seen,
when the solar flux increases, the temperature of the saline water at the exit of the heat
exchanger increases. Additionally, the feed fluid temperature that increase in the morning
reach a maximum peak of 58 ◦C between 12 and 14 h and then drops in the afternoon.
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This value is considered as a typical feed temperature range for the AGMD process, which
varies between 40 ◦C and 80 ◦C [55].
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Figure 8. Saline water temperatures variation at the level of a plate heat exchanger with time.
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4.4. Variation of the Saline Water Temperature in Flat Plate Collector

Flat plate collectors’ outgoing heat-transfer fluid temperature varies depending on
the local time, as seen in Figure 10. As anticipated, the heat-transfer fluid temperature
leaving the flat plate collectors rises to a maximum of roughly 50 ◦C in accordance with the
solar flux rate; this value is the most suitable temperature for the AGMD process and the
collector’s safety.

The obtained result shown in Figure 11 indicate that the saline water temperature
increases with time when the saline water is heated inside the tank to reach a maximum
value around of 60 ◦C for a 0.01 kg·s−1 mass flow rate.
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Figure 10. Variation of the inlet and outlet of the heat transfer fluid temperatures from the flat plate
collector with time.
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4.5. Variation of the Permeate Flux

Figure 12 shows the permeate flux evolution with the local time. As can be seen,
the permeate flux growths at the beginning of the day reach about 8 kg·m−2·h−1 for a
flow rate of 0.01 kg·s−1 and is considered as the maximum value goshawk 12:00 h. These
obtained results show the best matching with the other results cited in the literature. As
can be observed from Figure 13, the permeate flux is very sensitive to the variation of the
flow rate of seawater. It was marked that the permeate flux increases as the flow rate of
seawater decreases. Permeate flux passes from 8 kg·m−2·h−1 for a flow rate of 0.01 kg·s−1

to 16 kg·m−2·h−1 for 0.005 kg·s−1 value of a flow, which means that the flow increased
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two times. From the obtained data and in order to guarantee the smooth running of the
coupled system, 0.01 kg·s−1 was chosen as the optimum flow rate value.
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Figure 13. Variation of permeate flux of the different flow rates over the local time.

Air gap thickness is an important key. It plays a major role in the AGMD performance
because the air gap is another additional resistance for the mass transfer to the AGMD
process [13,14]. Figure 14 shows the effect of air gap thickness on permeate flow in intervals
ranging from 1 to 3 mm. The influence of the air gap thickness was studied at a constant
feed concentration of groundwater of 3.5 g·L−1, while the flow rates of feed and coolant
were kept constant at 2 L·min−1. The increased air gap thickness in the module at the
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permeate side, caused by the higher mass transfer resistance, greatly reduces the permeate
flux. Additionally, the performance of the AGMD process is directly influenced by the
minimum air gap thickness.
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Figure 14. Variation of permeate flux with time at different air gap thicknesses.

4.6. System Performance

For each thermal desalination system, the evaluation of the principal parameters, such
as GOR and PR, constitutes an important stage in the process of obtaining fresh water.
Although, the greater the GOR or PR, the more effective thermal energy is used [56,57].
Figure 15 depicts the variation of GOR and PR as a function of local time. It can be
observed from this figure that the GOR increases proportionally with the temperature
difference across the AGMD membrane enhanced because of the increase in the amount
of thermal energy needed for heating the water feed. However, as the feed temperature
increases, the permeate flux increases exponentially, while the thermal energy consumption
for heating the water solution feed increases. The maximum value of GOR = 4.6 is recorded
at 12:00 h, mainly because of the maximum value of the hourly pure water productivity of
the solar AGMD unit, which corresponds to the minimum irreversible loss of the whole
desalination system.

In addition, the PR increases as the inlet temperature of the hot fluid increases. Similar
behavior is observed for the GOR and reaches a maximum value of (PR = 2) at around
12:00 h. In addition, it was noticed that the influence of the calculated change in the latent
heat of vaporization as a function of the hot fluid inlet temperature is negligible. However,
the flow rate of the produced water increases more sharply than the energy consumption.
The high PR indicated that a high flow rate of distillate is obtained for a given thermal
energy input. Generally, high PR required some conditions, such as well-designed system
components, high-energy efficiency, and good insulating material.
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The GOR value in the literature ranges between 0.3 and 8.1, due to varying system
design and operating conditions [58]. Table 2 summarizes the values gain output ratio
obtained in the most common desalination technologies.

Table 2. Summary of gain output ratio for different MD configurations from the literature.

Type GOR Reference

AGMD 4.8 [59]
AGMD 4 [8]

MD 5.5 [50]
MD/MED 4.2 [58]

DCMD 0.3–0.9 [60]
AGMD 4.6 Current study

5. Conclusions

Solar energy use is an alternative, sustainable, and eco-green approach for saline water
desalination. This study investigated the solar energy potential combined with an AGMD
system for saline water desalination in the Sahara, in the Ghardaïa region (south of Algeria).
A one-dimensional dynamic model of the heat and mass transfer processes in an AGMD
process coupled to a flat plate collector was developed to predict flux and water production.
The proposed model is validated against flux experimental data reported in the literature.
Additionally, the study elucidated the effects of selected parameters on the efficiency of
solar AGMD desalination systems. Therefore, from the obtained results the following
conclusions can be drawn:

• The variation of the temperature of the heat transfer fluid at the outlet of the solar
SFPC increases gradually to reach 50 ◦C, which is the most used value in the literature
for the AGMD process and the collector’s safety.

• An average distillate water production of 8 kg·m−2·h−1 could be achieved at 68 ◦C for
a feed temperature and a flow rate of 1 L·min−1.

• Enhanced air gap thickness will be conducted to thermal and mass resistance, and
thus a decrease in the mass flux and the thermal efficiency of the AGMD.

• The maximum GOR and PR values of 4.6 and 2, respectively, can be reached at 12:00 h
corresponding to the minimum irreversible loss of the overall desalination system.
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Finally, it should be noted that fouling can occur on the membrane surface, which
reduce the permeate flux and affect the separation efficiency of AGMD. The air gap can also
become fouled, further reducing the process performance. As a recommendation, further
research should be conducted to investigate the impact of a membrane fouling mechanism
on AGMD efficiency. Additionally, further optimization of the solar AGMD desalination
system is possible taking into account the economic and environmental aspects by using
exergoeconomic and exergoenvironmental approaches.
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Nomenclature

A surface area [m2] VMD vacuum membrane distillation
Bw mass transfer coefficient [kg·m−2·h−1·Pa−1] Greek letters
Cp thermal capacity [J·kg−1·K−1] α activity coefficient [−]
Dva thermal diffusivity of water vapour in air [m2·s−1] β water fraction [−]
dh hydraulic diameter [m] δ thickness [m]
F correction factor [−] ε porosity [−]
FR heat removal factor [−] µ dynamic viscosity [kg·m−1·s−1]
GOR gained output ratio [−] ρ density [kg·m−3]
hcc heat transfer coefficient [W·m−2·K−1] ϕ thermal flux [W·m−2]
hch convective heat transfer coefficient [W·m−2·K−1] τ tortuosity [−]
hv enthalpy [kJ·kg−1] Subscripts
Jw permeate flux [kg·m−2·s−1] 0 reference state
k thermal conductivity [W·m−1·K−1] a air
L module length [m] ag air gap
LMDT logarithmic mean temperature difference [K] c cold
Mw Molar mass of water [kg·mol−1] f feed
.

m mass flow rate [kg·s−1] h hot
MED multiple-effect distillation hm hot fluid—membrane interface
MD membrane distillation in inlet
MSF multi-stage flash distillation m membrane
P pressure [Pa] mg membrane—air gap interface
PR Performance Ratio [−] out outlet
Qu useful energy delivered by the solar collector [kW] p plate
ϕ thermal flux [W·m−2] mg membrane—air gap interface
R thermal resistance [m2·K·W−1] pc cold fluid—plate interface
RO reverse osmosis r receiver
s salinity [g·kg−1] so source
T temperature [◦C] sw seawater
t time [s] th thermal
U heat transfer coefficient [W·m−2·K−1] v vapour
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